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Coronavirus News updates brought to you by isafe sms
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WorldWide CAses iN NUMBers 

Australia wide

Australia (03.04.2020, 0620 am)

5,133 Total cases confirmed
      24  Deaths confirmed

Photo of the Day - Italy’s Symbol of Hope

Total cases confirmed
Total recovered 
Deaths confirmed

Globally
+ 8.95% increase 
from day before

(03.04.2020, 0630 am)

• QLD 835, NSW 2,298, ACT 88, NT 20, SA 385, TAS 71, 
   VIC 1,036, WA 400.
• The number of known COVID-19 cases has reached one 
   million worldwide.
• The federal government will fund free childcare places 
   for working Australian families as part of a temporary 
   overhaul of the sector.
• Two cruise ships with more than 130 Australians on 
   board, given permission to dock in Florida.

Latest updates: 

QLD COVID-19 update (02.04.2020, 0300 pm)

Germany has over 84,600 confirmed 
cases (including 2,300 medical staff), 

but only 1,097 people died from 
COVID-19 there, putting Germany’s 

case fatality rate at just 1.29%.  
According to experts, Germany’s case 
fatality rate is so low due to its wide-
spread testing and the fast response. 

However, an entire hospital in Munich 
had to close down because almost all 
doctors and nurses got infected with 

COVID-19.

World Situation
Why Is Germany’s Coronavirus 
Death Rate So Low?

The true figure is expected to be far higher due to 
the lack of widespread testing in many countries.

7 days ago, QLD had a growth rate of 
11% (It dropped 4%). The growth in 
smaller communities is slowing down. 
However, in Mackay, we can see a big 
increase in the last 24h.

Why protective measures matter!

835 in QLD
+ 6.9% increase 
from day before

This chart explains why Theme Parks, Restaurants, 
Casinos, Bars, and Sporting Arenas etc. are going 
dark to stop the pandemic. The government is try-
ing to avoid stretching the healthcare system to its 
limits.

Leonardo (6 months old) 
has become a symbol 
of hope after winning 
a 50-day battle against 
COVID-19. 

Credit: Marco Ballarini 
Sindaco, Newsflash
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